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Cartomancy Player’s Guide
The Deck and the World
 Cartomancy is a role playing game; friends sit down together to create a shared 
fictional story where the characters and actions can all be represented with standard 
playing cards. If you have ever played a card game like poker or cribbage then you will 
already be familiar with some of the mechanics, and if you have ever told a story or 
imagined a different way that a film could have gone you will already be familiar with 
some of the storytelling. It is also a tool set, an open source developer’s kit that allows 
you to play or make a tremendous variety of different games; what follows will apply to 
most games that you may choose to play with the Cartomancy rules.  
 One of you will become the Dealer (known in other RPGs as Game Master, Ref-
eree, or other similar term) and by doing so will take control of the general tone and 
themes of the story, as well as all the relevant characters that have not been explicitly 
given to the other players. The Players (that is, everyone playing who is not the Dealer) 
each take control of a single main character. In general these characters will form a 
cadre of protagonists overcoming obstacles devised by the Dealer.  
 In addition to 1-5 friends and this document, you will need at least one, but 
preferably two or three, decks of cards to play. Ideally, each of these decks will have dif-
ferent backings to help sort things out at the end of the night. You will use these to con-
struct a mechanical world, visible on the table top, to supplement the narrative world 
that exists in the communal imagination of your group. The cards generate probabilities, 
in much the same way that dice do in most RPGs, as well as indicating the relative posi-
tions and advantages of creatures in your world, be they creeping assassins, a crushing 
avalanche, or a noble lady who must be courted for favor.  
 Many RPGs come wedded to a setting that your stories must conform to; howev-
er, Cartomancy allows you to be more promiscuous than that. Any setting that you can 
think of—be it historical, contemporary, fictitious, or futuristic—can be represented so 
long as it has two elements. The first is conflict. The rules of Cartomancy are optimized 
to engagements, violent or otherwise, between individuals and groups. This friction can 
be physical—slaying dragons or Viet Cong—or it can be social—politics played out on 
Capitol Hill, Camelot, or a fraternity house. All conflicts use the same overarching sys-
tem, but with near infinite variation. Four Kings, the adventure at the back of the book, 
assumes that the characters are junior noblemen in a mystical analogue of late me-
dieval or early renaissance Europe, a world in keeping with the standard illustrations on 
playing cards but this is a suggestion, not a straightjacket.  

 After most sections of text in the Player's Guide and Dealer's Guide, you will see 
a block of italicized text, like this one. These blocks contain examples of what has pre-
ceded them and as such can be skipped by readers in a hurry. However, should a rule 
just not click for you, or should you want more ideas for your game, take a look at the 
little blocks in the funny typeface.  
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Campaign Creation
 Each player, excepting the dealer, must create an avatar through which to inter-
act with the story. A player's in-game representation is called a protagonist, as op-
posed to the other characters the dealer controls, and is a two-fold entity. On one level a 
protagonist is created just like an author would think of a character for a novel: imagina-
tion should be invested in his look, speech, history, motivations, and any other aspect 
that may come up. On another level a protagonist is a collection of cards, health tokens, 
and rules—the bits that make this into a game instead of a wild fantasy. Both parts are 
important, and to neglect one will make the other far less interesting. First we will ad-
dress the rules aspect, often called the mechanics, and then we will get back to the sto-
ry. 
 The dealer defines how powerful the protagonists will be by choosing an initial 
draw number (which is also the player’s maximum hand size). In general, all charac-
ters will have the same draw, but if there is a good story reason for one to be more 
powerful than others, the dealer can set individual draw numbers. In addition to defining 
how large a hand of cards players can use on behalf of their characters, a larger hand 
will also allow players to purchase more powers and thereby give characters more op-
tions.  
 As a practical limit, a draw should never be less than 5 unless the dealer wants 
the characters to seem incompetent (for example, if the characters are children in an 
adult world, apprentices saving their masters, or slackers thrust into danger). A seven-
card draw is a good starting point where players can still draw enough cards to be effec-
tive but not necessarily have all the cards or powers they want. A 10-card draw repre-
sents heroic characters who are rarely out of options, and, while higher numbers are 
possible, it is recommended that they be saved for experienced players who can cope 
with the many tactical options and potentially huge hands that this would produce.  
 Simply determining that you are playing a 7-card-draw game does not mean that 
all players will end up holding 7-card hands. While creating characters, players can vol-
untarily lower their hand size and draw number by one in order to gain one power from 
the list on X. Each power is keyed to a particular suit, and a pip card (that is, a card 
valued between 2 and 10, i.e. not a face card) of that suit must be played to activate it. 
A balance must be struck between having enough powers for flexibility and sufficient 
cards to power them. In general, for a 7-card draw, two powers of different suits should 
be an effective mix, while three powers for a ten-card draw yields good results, though a 
character may be built with more powers or even no powers at all.  
 The final mechanical aspect of character creation is health tokens. All protago-
nists start with 3 health tokens, unless they purchase the Health power, in which case 
they have 4. Each time a character is damaged, one token is lost.  
 At this point you have a collection of powers and health tokens, but you do not 
yet have a character. The dealer should make the tone and setting of the story clear, 
and each player should form a character concept that dovetails with both the world the 
dealer provides and the powers chosen for the protagonist. Great pains should be taken 
at the outset to create a character that is interesting but not obtrusive. If the dealer were 
to say that all players must be knights in the service of a certain lord in order to fit the 
story he has in mind, this should not be looked on as restrictive but instead as creating 
opportunities. Both an obese braggart of a axe-wielding warrior and an anorexic but di-
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vinely inspired swordswoman can fit the overall concept. The dealer has final say on 
whether a character fits the world; in the above example, he may decide that a powerful 
warlock capable of obvious feats of mystic power is too fantastic for his world while al-
lowing subtler mystic references. 

Zeb and Katt sit down with the Dealer to draw up their characters. The Dealer has de-
cided that tonight's game will be based on Japanese monster movies and that all of the protag-
onists will be creatures bent on destroying Tokyo. Katt has a clear idea what he wants to play—
an enormous ape is classic—but Zeb has not yet decided. Because the dealer wants the play-
ers to really feel the world-stomping power of the genre, he sets the draw number at a high 10 
cards. 

Both players begin scouring the powers list. Katt decides on Refresh (with the in-game 
explanation that his ape’s roar inspires courage in allies and fear in adversaries), Counterattack 
(me no like get hit!), Thievery (an ability that gives his protagonist a mischievous side), and final-
ly Health. Zeb grabs up Shield, Multi-Strike, and Yoink before inspiration strikes: a giant flying 
evil squid! Shield is an ink cloud; Multi-Strike represents his tentacles, and Yoink is his mutant 
ability to sap energy with his suckers. That flea-bitten monkey will have some competition for 
stomping prime downtown neighborhoods! Note that Zeb will draw 7 cards at the beginning of 
each scene, while Kat will only draw 6 because the ape has more powers than the cephalopod. 

Scenes and Play
 The rules of Cartomancy are primarily concerned with scenes; that is, the parts 
of the story that advance the plot and have some risk of failure. Challenging a rival gang 
to a duel, getting assaulted by highwaymen, and entering negotiations for the fate of 
your city are all perfect beginnings to a scene. The dealer opens a scene by describing 
the environment and obstacles, plus dealing out each player’s draw number of cards, as 
well as cards to represent the characters’ opposition. (More can be found about dealer-
controlled obstacles in the Dealer’s Guide.) After the initial deal is made, he passes out 
(or allows each player to draw for himself) one revealed card for each player and one 
for each dealer-controlled obstacle or group of obstacles. This is called the initiative 
deal and will determine the order of play for the scene.  
 The player or obstacle who is dealt the highest-valued card in the initiative deal 
will go first, unless someone wishes to play a card from his hand to replace the initiative 
card he was dealt. Should this occur, the player with the new highest value card goes 
first, unless someone else raises (or lowers to avoid going first), etc. In the case of a tie 
for highest, a new card will be dealt to each of the tied parties as a tie breaker. After the 
first player has been established, all initiative cards should be collected into a discard 
pile (sometimes called a “graveyard” by more dramatic players) near the dealer. The 
first player will either strike, using the mechanics described in the next section; activate 
a power, rules for which are detailed in the section after that; or draw one card. No one 
may ever have more cards in his hand than his initial draw; should he for any reason 
draw with a full hand, he must discard before seeing the drawn card. After the first play-
er describes his actions and plays the relevant cards, the player to his left takes a turn 
with the same three options.  

As the last survivors of their expedition to the center of the Earth, Jax and Pete know 
that they have to play their cards right or else the world will never know of the wonders they 
have discovered—but first they have to deal with the Mole Men. The Dealer (and thus the Mole 
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Man army) is seated to Pete's right, while Jax is to his left. The dealer puts a 7 in front of the 
mole men for their initiative and deals a ten to Pete—excellent! But then he lays a king in front 
of Jax. This means that the order of play will be Jax, then mole men, and then Pete. This isn’t 
awful for our heroes, but it would be better for both protagonists to attack before the monsters 
from the deep. Pete considers replacing his initiative card with a king from his hand (which 
would prompt a draw-off with Jax), but she has a better plan. Jax replaces her king with a 2 
(which she didn’t have much use for in the first place), thus giving Pete the first action. They 
may yet live to see the light of day again!

Strike and Defense
 Whether your battles are being played out in board rooms or baronies, Car-
tomancy has one simple mechanic to represent an offensive action (which should be 
briefly described by the aggressor) as well as a simple mechanic to defend against it. A 
player can make one strike on his turn in lieu of drawing a card or activating a power. 
To do so, the player chooses one card, of any value and suit, from his hand and lays it 
in front of an obstacle card on the play surface. If the target chooses to do nothing, it 
loses one health token (many obstacles have special rules regarding what happens 
when they are damaged; this is covered in more depth in the Dealer’s Guide). The tar-
get then has the option of defending by playing a spade card of equal or greater value 
from his hand; if he does so, then the attack is nullified.  
 Successful or not, any card that a player uses to attack an obstacle stays in front 
of the obstacle. This pile of cards is called a kitty. When the obstacle is destroyed 
(generally when it runs out of health tokens), the player who dealt the final blow can re-
distribute the kitty to his own and his allies’ hands. He must distribute these cards so 
that each player receives as even as possible a number of cards, but he is free to de-
cide who gets which specific cards. For example, a player taking a 6-card kitty in a 
three-player game has no choice but to distribute two cards per player, but he could de-
cide that one player gets a pair of 2s while another gets an ace and a king.  
 Should a protagonist completely run out of health tokens, he must fold. A folded 
protagonist is disabled, can take no actions, and must discard his hand. Exactly what 
happens to a disabled character—whether he is carried off by guards, Life-Flighted to a 
hospital, or simply left on the floor bleeding—is up to the dealer. After the conclusion of 
a scene, assuming that at least one protagonist made it through, the dealer will return 
all health tokens and allow full recovery. 
 There is one other option regarding attacks. Should a player find himself with a 
set (that is, a pair, three of a kind, or four of a kind of the same card value) or a straight 
(that is, two or more sequential cards of the same suit), they may all be played simulta-
neously as strikes. Thus three jacks could be played on one round as three separate 
attacks. Although all cards in the set or straight must be laid down together, they are re-
solved as separate attacks and can be made against the same or separate targets ac-
cording to the player’s wishes and description. Sets and straights may not be used to 
activate powers. 

Jim's costumed superhero has been cut off from his allies and surrounded by the police. 
He has no interest in harming them (they are on the same side, even if the cops don’t know it), 
and he is going to have to talk his way out. He has a 7 of diamonds, as well as the 8s of dia-
monds, hearts and spades in his hand. He could play all three 8s as a set but decides to hold 
back because he may need to defend with the spade. He instead plays the 7 and 8 of diamonds 
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as a straight, one strike against each of the cops closing on him. In this case he makes the 
strikes into an argument: "You know I'm the only one who can save the bridge in time!" One cop 
looks convinced by the 7, but the other defends with a ten of spades. The seven goes back into 
Jim's hand as the first cop was removed from play and his kitty went to Jim. The 8 is now placed 
in front of the other cop to form his kitty. Now play passes to the remaining officer, who is look-
ing none too pleased with the vigilante.

Powers
 Most protagonists and obstacles have the option of doing something besides 
drawing or striking on their round. These alternative actions are called powers, and cer-
tain rules apply to all powers that the players use, although dealer-controlled obstacles 
will often vary from this norm. In order to activate any power, a player must lay down a 
card from his hand and declare what power is being used; in addition, he must give a 
description of his character’s actions. Unless the power specifies otherwise, the card 
used to activate a power must be played face up.  
 Player powers all specify what suit card must be used (no player powers are 
keyed to spades, which are the defending suit), and players may not use a face card 
(which always includes aces in Cartomancy) to activate powers. Each power will dictate 
precisely what its effects are. In reading its effects, realize that a ♥, ♦, or ♣ refers to a 
heart, diamond or club card; ♥#, ♦#, or ♣# refers to the value of the card as a number, 
and any effect that refers to “until your next round” means that the effect ends immedi-
ately before a player makes his next action.  
 Power cards that target an obstacle should be left in the obstacle’s kitty, along 
with any cards used to attack it. In cases where a power affects multiple targets, the 
card is deposited with the strongest obstacle (dealer determines which, should there be 
any doubt). 
 Just like with protagonists, figuring out the mechanics of powers is only half the 
battle. When you play a 6 of clubs as a multi-attack, your protagonist will hit multiple 
targets—but that doesn't tell us how she did it! Before play begins you should think 
about how your powers look in the game world and how this relates to your character. 
We call these in game representations metaphors, and they can be special equipment, 
skills, or just clever use of the situation; let your imagination run wild so long as the 
metaphor is in keeping with your character, the dealer’s world, and is, above all, fun. 
Also don't be afraid to alter things on the fly: even if you put down your multi-attack as 
“fanning my six shooter,” don't be afraid to knock the old clock tower down on those out-
laws, and certainly don't shy from deploying multi-attack as your booming voice at the 
shindig that night (a social encounter where shooting guests is frowned upon). Don't 
skip over these “special effects”: metaphors are what change a card game into some-
thing that you and your friends will remember for years to come. Oh, and it’s also a 
good way to get yourself some ABCs (see below)! 

AttaBoy Chips
 Using the mechanics of Cartomancy, the same sort of skillful play as you would 
see in a conventional card or board game can result in victory over the dealer’s obsta-
cles. Role-playing has another avenue of play, though: the creation of a engrossing 
shared world. AttaBoy Chips (ABCs) reward this other plane of play. These are points 
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(best represented by physical objects like poker chips) that the dealer can pass out to 
reward skillful role-playing. 
 There is no strict rule for when the dealer should distribute ABCs, but one good 
rule of thumb is that an ABC should be awarded whenever a player comes up with a 
clever solution to a problem or a witty bit of dialogue that makes the game’s theme a 
little more real. Some dealers reward work that the players have done away from the 
gaming table, such as drawing character sketches, with ABCs. Others create opportuni-
ties to pass out ABCs such as having players vote for a Most Valuable Protagonist 
award after each scene. The first value of the chips is as a simple reward. Sometimes 
it’s good to know that you, the player, did well, irrespective of your character’s success.  
 ABCs have play value as well. They can be traded in for three different mechani-
cal effects. First, a player may exchange one token to draw a random card from the 
deck as a strike. This takes an action, just like a regular strike, but does not require a 
card from the player’s hand. Second, a player may trade one token to draw a random 
card that defends his protagonist against a strike, as if it were a spade played from his 
hand (the actual drawn card need not be a spade). Third, a token may be played as an 
action, along with a pip card of the appropriate suit from the player’s hand, to activate a 
power that the protagonist lacks (for example, a protagonist without Heal may use a 9 of 
hearts and one token to add 9 health tokens to the party). 

Zeb and Pete’s astronauts both got a dose of hard radiation and hard vacuum, forcing 
them to fold, taking with them the only powers that can refill the protagonists’ hands. Cards are 
short, but Katt has an idea. “That old Soviet hulk we picked up still has some fuel and liquid 
oxygen aboard; I bet we can get enough supplies to stabilize our orbit if we cannibalize that tin 
can.” He gives an ABC (that he earned in the previous scene) and an 8 of hearts to use Widow, 
a power he would normally not be able to access. The dealer decides that Katt’s explanation is 
so good that it is worth an ABC on the spot (infinitely better than, say, “Look over there! A first 
aid kit that we didn’t notice before is mounted on the wall!”), and from the grateful looks on the 
rest of the crew’s faces, Katt may earn another ABC from the Most Valuable Crew-member 
award that the party votes on after the scene ends. 

Tactics and Space
 In general, the physical relations between characters and obstacles are handled 
by narration rather than mechanics. Are our brave knights fighting shoulder to shoulder, 
or have they surrounded the Red Ogre? Simple answer: whichever way makes for a 
better scene and story. There are, however, the occasional bits of layout that do matter 
to the mechanics. For this reason, and as an aid to imagination, each player and obsta-
cle should be represented by a card, miniature, or other small object. 
 Any creature may choose to block for another. This means that the blocking 
player’s avatar is placed between the source of danger and the defended card. Unless 
an attacker uses the power Ranged Attack, no one can target the defended card while 
his protector still stands. Similarly the defended card may not attack past his defender 
(unless of course he uses Ranged Attack to do so), and neither party may use any other 
offensive power past the blocker (rule of thumb: if its card would go into an obstacle's 
kitty, it’s an offensive power). Moving to block can be done in addition to a normal action 
and remains in effect until either player chooses to move again on their next action, or 
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until the defender folds. The dealer may allow special blocking on a case by case basis, 
such as blocking against one obstacle but not another. For simplicity’s sake the obsta-
cles in some scenes can be broken into ranks, that is a row of obstacles where each 
member is blocking for all the obstacles behind them.  

In order to find the killer, the investigators will first have to unravel his cult. The dealer 
has arranged a complex pyramid of cards in front of him that, along with narrating each individ-
ual location and cult member, will make one scene last most of the session. On the players’ side 
are the lowest-face-valued cultists, but they are blocking for the cult lieutenants and organizers 
higher up who, in turn, are blocking the investigation's actual target. 

Similarly, the heroes have a star witness with them whom they may wish to keep behind 
a wall of investigators. If one investigator declares that he is blocking for the witness, then the 
cultists would have to remove him before getting to her; if two declare that they are blocking, 
then both would need to fold before the cultists get satisfaction; and so on. If they wish, the in-
vestigators could even form a chain where Jim blocks the witness and Zeb blocks Jim, but if 
they do Jim will not be able to strike or use powers until Zeb folds or the party changes position.
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Powers Guide
Hearts
 Window Card: Play ♥ face up; all players add ♥# to their strikes and defenses un-
til your next round. A protagonist may only benefit from one window card; if more win-
dow cards are in play, he adds the highest value only.  

Big Pete looks across the table to a long line of aces in front of the dealer. "Don't worry, I 
brought the big guns," he says as he throws down a 9 of hearts window card. This makes a low-
ly five capable of breaking through the face value ace obstacles (and makes Pete the hero of 
the hour).
  
 Refresh: Draw ♥# of cards face up. The player to your left picks one and places it 
in his hand. Next player does the same. Repeat until all cards have been picked or a 
player can not draw because of his maximum hand size.  

It doesn't take any table talk for Jim to see that the party is in some bad country and 
most of his compatriots are running low on cards. He plays a 5 of hearts as a refresh, and the 
dealer lays out 5 cards for him. Given that there are 5 protagonists still alive and kicking and all 
are short cards, each will get to pick one card from the stack; Jim himself gets the bottom of the 
barrel. 
  
 Heal: Add ♥# of health tokens to the party. Distribute them among protagonists 
however you wish. No one may be healed above their starting number. 

"Wimps!" exclaims Zeb's protagonist as he watches health tokens disappearing from his 
compatriots. Against his better judgment he plays an 8 of hearts to draw up 8 health tokens. 
When he goes to hand them out, he finds that three protagonists are down 2 tokens each, and 
one has been damaged only once. Because this only equals 7, Zeb has one extra token that he 
must discard (should he have been feeling particularly surly, he could have neglected to give 
any to a specific individual and discarded even more).

 Shield: Defend yourself or any other character by playing a ♥ of at least the at-
tack value. 
 The dealer seems to have something against Pete (or his window card ability), and so 
he lays out four of a kind (8s) as strikes against him. Pete can block one with a queen of spades 
from his hand, but the other three will make him fold. "Hold on," calls Jim. “My wizard casts 
some good ju-ju on 'em." He plays a ten of hearts as a shield, stopping another attack. Jim 
wishes that he could do more, but the other hearts in his hand are face cards, so he cannot play 
them for a power. The dealer curses and shakes his fist at cruel fate, which has left Pete stand-
ing, with one health token.

Clubs
 Multi-Strike: ♣# targets each suffer a ♣# attack. No target is affected more than 
once. If any target blocks the attack, no targets are affected. 

Deciding that she has had about enough of this whole zombie horde thing, Jax declares, 
"Patty Sue pulls out her machine gun." After the initial shock at the image of a waitress with 
heavy weaponry wears off, she plays a 10 of clubs. Each of the eight zombie minions (face val-
ue obstacles represented by low cards) in front of her are hit, which is plenty to knock them out 
of the fight. She elects not to hit the Science Experiment, a handed obstacle. Should she have 
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included the Science Experiment and he had played a higher value spade, her whole attack 
would have failed. "Check please!"

 Double Tap: Play along with a strike of any suit and value. Make a ♣# attack in 
addition to the face card attack. Both attacks need not target the same obstacle.  

Brimstone hangs thick in the air as as the dealer reveals the Cult Leader and a Hell 
Hound summoned from the darkness in men's souls. Katt leads off by playing an ace of hearts 
as a strike against the Cult Leader, and, just as the dealer is done wincing from that, Katt throws 
down a ten of clubs, cackling, "And your little dog too!" With double tap, both attacks are re-
solved separately, so even if the hell hound has a spade to defend himself, the Cult Leader is 
out of luck unless he has the ace of spades in his hand. 

 Counterattack: Defend yourself by playing a ♣ of at least attack value, and then 
make an immediate attack at ♣# against the origin of the first attack.  

A villager tosses his pitchfork (a strength 3 strike) at Big Pete's wolf. "You shouldn’t a’ 
done that," says the big black wolf; "now I'm going to have to eat your face." He plays a six of 
clubs, and the rest of the party watches in horror as he charges the frightened farmer. Fortu-
nately for the party’s future relations with the village, the village chieftain uses an eight of hearts 
from his hand to Shield the panicked farmer from the impulsive canine. 

 Ranged Assault: Make a ♣# attack against any revealed target, regardless of lo-
cation.  

Zeb's sniper takes position and scans over the robot army. "All too easy," he whispers as 
his scope skips across the android troopers that are overwhelming his allies and focuses in on 
the unassuming shield generator in the back rank. A four of clubs is plenty to shut it down (the 
dealer was relying on the front ranks to keep it safe) and weaken the defenses on all the more 
robust mechanoids. The battle has turned. 

 Stealth: Whenever you play ♣ as a strike, you may choose to play it face down. 
Reveal the card after the defender has played his defense (if any). This power can be 
used with a face card.  

The dealer stares at Jax, and at the face-down card in front of her, and finally at the one 
spade in his hand (a 10). His dragon can't afford to take much more punishment, but if it's a high 
card he will have wasted his only defense in vain. "The dragon cannot round on you fast 
enough; you hit," he concedes at last, disposing of a health point. Jax reaches forward and flips 
the stealth card, a 2. The dealer moans that the most powerful creature in his arsenal is being 
laid low by the weakest card in hers. Jax smiles. 
  
Diamonds
 Yoink: The targeted handed obstacle or protagonist loses one card of higher than 
♦# from his hand; if the target lacks a higher value card, he must surrender his highest 
value card. This card is then placed in your hand.  

Jim knows that he will have to pull some teeth from this killer croc if the party is to have 
any chance at all in the swamp. He throws down an 8 of diamonds, forcing the beast to surren-
der a more powerful attack. As it turns out, the crocodile’s hand contains nothing between a 6 
and a queen. Jim gets the queen, and the croc gets an empty space in its hand. Yoink!
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 Summon: Play ♦ face up. This is now a creature that can make a ♦# strike on 
your round. It will be destroyed by a ♦# or better attack. It can strike on this round, and it 
may move to block.  

Each round, Zombie Master Zeb summons a zombie in a blocking position--"This one 
has a baseball bat!"--and each round the corporate villains dutifully knock them back down. 
Thus far he has mostly been interested in running out the villains’ hand while keeping himself 
safe. Strangely, this round the villain has not bothered to eliminate Zeb’s last zombie, a 6 of di-
amonds. Zeb plays a 2 of diamonds (also in blocking position so that the goons would have to 
cut through both before reaching him) and attacks with both the 2 and the 6; now we’re making 
headway! 

 Thievery: Swap ♦ for any face-up card, or swap ♦ for a hidden card (draw ran-
domly). You cannot swap a card used to represent a non-face value obstacle. Every-
thing else—kitties, draw decks, discard piles, hands, face-value obstacles, and even 
cards denoting power effects—are fair game. 

Jax loves her Thievery. On her last round, Jax swapped a 2 of diamonds for a face-value 
obstacle (a king), making him much less of a threat and gaining a strong attack card for her own 
future use. She plans to use Thievery again this round, but how can she get the most from it? 
As much as she would like the card, she cannot pick up the queen of hearts lying on the table to 
represent the vampire queen (a handed obstacle); however, she can—and does—trade a 5 of 
diamonds for a random draw from the vampire queen’s hand. The vampire queen is starting to 
wonder why she gets out of the crypt some nights. 

 Widow: Place ♦# cards from the draw deck face down in front of you. Any player 
may pick up this pile instead of taking an action and distribute it as though it were a kitty. 

Not only are they giant robots; they’re giant robots playing from a euchre deck. Early on, 
the party is short on high cards, but many players still have most of their hands; a refresh 
wouldn’t get very far. Big Pete tosses out an 8 of diamonds to call for reinforcement—“Send 
lawyers, guns and money! Lots of them!”—and the dealer replaces it with eight face-down 
cards. The party’s bullets bounce off the robots’ armor—tink, tink—for another full round of com-
bat before Katt decides to spend his turn opening the air-dropped crate and passing the goodies 
around. Let’s hope HQ sent the right crate—rocket launchers, not food aid!

 Lucky Streak: Draw ♦# cards from the top of any draw deck. Look at them without 
revealing them to anyone else. Place them back on the same draw deck, face down and 
in any order. Keep one card for your hand. 

Jim decides to take luck into his own hands by playing a 6 of diamonds. He pulls off the 
first 6 cards from the draw deck, takes a look, and pockets an ace of spades for himself. He 
then arranges the remainder from lowest to highest before putting them back. Why? Because 
the dealer’s bad guys, who are up next, draw 3; this leaves the best cards behind for the pro-
tagonists to draw on in the following turns. 

No Suit 
 Health: You begin play with one extra health token (usually bringing your total to 
4), and your maximum number of health tokens is raised by one. 

Katt's boxer has spent a lifetime in the ring; he’s trained to take some brutal punishment 
and keep fighting. The Health power gives him an extra token that can mean the difference be-
tween striking back and striking the mat.  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Dealer’s Guide
The Job
 By agreeing to be your group's dealer, you have actually volunteered for a whole 
slew of jobs, the least of which is dealing the physical cards. Most importantly you must 
be the group's storyteller, weaving a narrative out of the actions of your players, the deal 
of the cards, and your own creativity. Remember, if it’s not a player character action and 
it’s important, you create and narrate it. You will also be the group's rules referee. If the 
rules are unclear, your interpretation is the right one, period. You may even want to 
fudge something to make for a better story, and that’s your prerogative—just don’t over-
do it. You are the judge of the group’s improvised acting every night, passing out ABCs 
to help encourage people in the right direction. Finally, many groups use their dealers 
as organizers: everything from when and where you play to who is bringing the pizza 
and cards may be up to you. 
 Before getting too deep into this section, you should make certain that you have 
a thorough understanding of the Player’s Guide. Terms like blocking, striking, defending, 
ABCs, and powers are going to be tossed around without explanation. You have been 
warned. 

Obstacles
 One of your most important roles as the dealer will be to create obstacles to fill 
your scenes. The classic examples of obstacles from the role-playing tradition are 
“monsters”—critters with nothing better to do than to hang out in dank dungeons waiting 
to be slaughtered by protagonists. This is one sort of obstacle but by no means the only 
one: a crumbling bridge, a drunken friend, or a hungry wolf can all be obstacles and, fur-
thermore, can all be represented with the same card mechanics.  
 The simplest obstacles will be face-value obstacles. Draw a card and lay it 
down in front of you; that’s your obstacle (easy, yes?). In order to damage this obstacle, 
the players will have to play an attack of equal or greater value than the obstacle (i.e., 
an ace, jack, or 7 would damage an obstacle represented by a 7 of hearts, but a 6 
would not). One successful attack will put a basic face value obstacle in the discard pile, 
and each round it makes one strike that can be blocked by its own value or better. This 
is as basic as it gets, and is great for minions, but you can make things much more in-
teresting by adding some extra flourishes. 
 You can add extra durability by deciding how many attacks the obstacle can 
weather without going to the discard pile. You can represent this either with health to-
kens (like protagonists use), notes on scrap paper, or changing the orientation of the 
card (turning it perpendicular to its brethren when damaged or something similar). Simi-
larly, an obstacle can be given extra attacks (allowing it either to strike at its full value 
multiple times or to divide its total value into multiple, weaker, attacks). One specialized 
alteration is to add the horde feature: this means that although each obstacle strikes 
and is attacked individually, they only have one kitty to be taken by the player who de-
stroys the last horde member. Similarly a horde only receives one initiative card regard-
less of the number of members. Hordes are great for representing faceless groups, from 
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rioting mobs to the walking dead. There are dozens of other things to be done, but a 
face-value obstacle will always be hamstrung by having a static value.  
 The same cannot be said of handed obstacles. In short, handed obstacles are 
like protagonists with many of the restrictions removed. They have hands of cards and 
can play spades in their own defense, although you can also give them a static defense 
similar to a face-value obstacle. On its round, a handed obstacle can strike with its 
cards or activate powers in the same way as protagonists. Many of these obstacles will 
be able to play more than one card in a round, and almost all should be able to draw in 
addition to playing cards on their round. If they are able to draw cards, this should be 
done at the end of their turn, after they have played all cards for the round, so as not to 
break their hand limit and also to speed up play. In some cases a group of obstacles will 
all share a hand; in this case each individual will have rules for what and how many 
cards can be played on its behalf. Obstacle powers can be drawn from the normal pro-
tagonist list, but most will have specialized powers all their own. Each will specify 
whether it is activated by pip cards in the usual manner or if it has unique rules for acti-
vation.  
 These are guidelines only. There are infinite possibilities embedded in the cards, 
and you should not hesitate to make exotic obstacles to exploit them. If you want 
fairies to be represented by ever-changing values, then go for it. To become more famil-
iar with the possibilities for obstacles, you should look at the introductory module “Four 
Kings” included with this product. 

Obstacle Format
 The playsets at the back of the book, on our website, and elsewhere use a stan-
dard format to describe obstacle properties. The description will first list the obstacle’s 
title, followed by the number of such obstacles appearing in a scene encounter (this can 
be varied to conform with the needs of the narrative). After the line break appears a 
formal description of obstacle type and of the particular creature’s general abilities (i.e., 
"Face Value: Jack" or "Handed Obstacle (Hand 5, Draw 1, Play 1)".  
 A description of a handed obstacle will always give a hand size, which is both a 
maximum and the obstacle’s initial draw. Then the description will provide the number of 
cards the obstacle will draw at the end of its round as well as the number of cards it can 
play as strikes and to activate powers (though, like protagonists, obstacles can play sets 
and straights to get around this).  
 Next, the description will present how this creature is defeated, most commonly 
in the form “# hits to defeat.” After these conditions have been met, the obstacle is re-
moved from the table and it’s up to the dealer to decide what happens to it (e.g., is the 
bandit cowed by your prowess or killed by your blade?). The final lines of the description 
will be powers and notes. 

The dealer is putting the finishing touches on tonight's lost world adventure when he re-
alizes that something needs to go between the stomping brontosauruses and the conclusion in 
which protagonists will battle toe to toe with a T-Rex. The dealer decides that because the bron-
tosaurs and T-Tex are both powerful, handed obstacles, able to carry a scene by themselves, 
this new encounter should have lots of smaller threats, ergo, velociraptors. Each should be a 
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reasonable challenge for one protagonist, so the dealer decides that each can take 3 hits and 
each can attack once per turn. 

They must be dangerous but play quickly; thus they should be face-value instead of 
handed. They will also need some cool special abilities, so their card values should be relatively 
low to avoid overwhelming the party. After thinking of some special abilities to complete the feel, 
this is what the dealer creates:

Velociraptors: # of protagonists  
 Face value obstacle 2-10 (dealt randomly) 
 Three hits to defeat 
 Speed & Fury: Each velociraptor may make one strike after hands have been 
dealt but before initiative cards have been dealt. These may be defended against nor-
mally. 
 Pack Tactics: Any velociraptor may choose to intercept a strike aimed at another; 
the attack is resolved as if it had originally targeted the new raptor.  

In another game, the dealer needs somebody to instigate a bar fight and some drunken 
brawlers to make the scene interesting. This is what he goes with:

Robert the Braggart: 1 
Handed Obstacle: Hand 6, Play 2, Draw 1 
3 hits to defeat 
Smashy: Whenever Robert makes a strike that is not blocked, he removes two health 
tokens instead of one.  

Drunk: # of protagonists 
Face Value Obstacle: 2-8 
One hit to defeat (See "Local Law" below) 
Local Law: If a face card is played as a strike against this obstacle, the drunk is killed 
instead of being knocked out or immobilized—next scene there will be repercussions.  
Brawl: Protagonists may only leave the scene by defeating all obstacles. 

Robert will come on strong but play himself out fairly quickly. It will take 3 hits to defeat him, but 
(depending on how many spades he draws) most groups should be able to manage that in a 
round or two. He draws fewer cards than he plays, so by round 3 he will have a very poor selec-
tion of cards. All this is not to say that he can't scare the chivalry out of protagonists in the first 
round or two; playing two cards and using the "smashy" power lets him take down any protago-
nist in a single round if they can't block. The Drunks will burn cards out of the protagonists’ 
hands but will most importantly create the bar fight environment. 

The Big Picture
 Obviously scenes are the heart of Cartomancy, but a heart doesn't do you much 
good without the muscle, blood, and bone to go around it. You are going to have to be-
come proficient at improvised acting and, more importantly, encouraging others to act 
on behalf of their characters. The idea is to create attachment between player and 
character so that your friends can feel the game’s triumphs and failures in a deeper way 
than in a conventional card game. Groups and games all have different feels. Car-
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tomancy can be used for anything from a goofy “beer and pretzel”-style romp to a seri-
ous and introspective examination of character and morality. It’s your call, and your 
players will follow your lead. ABCs are one of the most powerful tools in your arsenal for 
creating theme; you may pass out an ABC to any player whose actions get a good 
laugh in a four-color super-hero parody, while reserving ABCs for acts that give a sense 
of the importance and hardships of a high fantasy party’s quest. Consistency and fair-
ness are key; make sure to reward good role-playing, but don’t play favorites.  
 As you are giving your players time outside of scenes to develop their characters, 
puzzle over enigmas, and make plans, there may come a time when there is a question 
of chance. In most cases you should simply decide the answer to player questions 
based on the story. For instance:  

Q: “Can we afford horses to speed up the journey?”  
A: “Yes, but there are none to be had in this poor region for love or 
money.”  

In other cases you may want more tension than a simple judgment call but less com-
plexity than a whole scene would require.  

Q: “Can I steal the plans from the duke’s library?”  
A: “Uhh.... I have no idea...”  

In these cases you can use a simple draw probability to resolve things. You decide a 
card value that the protagonist must meet or beat in order to succeed. The cost of fail-
ure and the prize of victory should be made apparent before the character commits, and 
he should have a chance to tell you about any clever actions he wants to take to make 
the draw easier. Then the player draws one card. If it meets or beats your difficulty, he 
succeeds; otherwise he fails.  

Jax needs to convince the locals to avoid the main square before the high noon show-
down. The dealer toys with the idea of making this a full-blown scene but decides that talking 
old ladies into closing their shutters just is not interesting enough for most of the players. In-
stead he informs Jax that if she draws a 7 or better then the square will be abandoned; other-
wise little Jimmy may well wander into the crossfire. After a moment’s thought she says that in 
addition to asking the townsfolk to steer clear she is going to spread the rumor that a neighbor-
ing town will have a circus in town, high noon shows only. The dealer decides that its just crazy 
enough (and the locals are sufficiently starved for entertainment) that he lowers the difficulty to a 
4. Now only a 2 or 3 will fail. The Dealer also decides to award her an ABC for the creative solu-
tion.

Setting the Scene
 Cartomancy requires a little preparation of the play area for a satisfying game. 
You may want to arrange seating a little differently than you would for other RPGs. First 
off, playing around a table so that everyone can see played cards easily is highly sug-
gested. If possible, it is recommended that the group is laid out in “Vegas seating” with 
the Dealer on the long axis of the table (not at the head) and the players arranged in an 
arc around him (like he was dealing casino blackjack). Additionally, measures should be 
taken to reduce table clutter: cups for unused tokens and rules against food on the play 
surface will make it infinitely easier to see what is going on at a glance.  
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 Protagonists may need small physical representations, for which you may use 
cards, miniatures, their stack of health tokens, or some other means to make obvious 
characters’ positions relative to blocking, minions, and the like. You should know going 
in how you plan to deal out obstacles and have any necessary cards and miniatures 
separated and prepped for play. Needless to say, the randomness of a deck will be im-
paired if you go looting two kings, a queen and a jack out of it, so you may want to play 
with a total of three decks: one for the players’ use, one for the obstacles’ use, and one 
used for representing the obstacles themselves (all three must have different backs, 
and would ideally also have different fronts, for easy separation and identification).  
 When planning a story and setting up your space, don’t forget to prepare your 
players. They should be informed of the basic gist of your game and the rules contained 
in the Player’s Guide as early as possible, as they’ll need a different mindset to sit down 
for a game of “you are all playing members of a pack of rabid wolves bent on terrorizing 
an isolated village” than “you are playing a 1930s masked vigilantes dedicated to clean-
ing up the streets of Philadelphia”. Also make certain that players are informed of any 
special rules that you want to invoke.  
 Finally, realize that three decks of cards; a plot; a discard pile; possibly more than 
a dozen obstacles, some of which have separate hands; piles of health tokens; ABCs; 
and a group of excited players can be a lot to keep track of. Delegate when possible: 
just because one of your trusted players is dealing out player hands and keeping the 
discard pile in order does not mean that you have lost control of the game. In fact, co-
opting help is the best way to truly invest some players in the game.  

The Dealer is happy. The first time his group tried role-playing, it took more than a week 
to organize and half a notebook to plan. Now everybody knows to get together every Thursday 
at Zeb's house, just like they know whose turn it is to cook. Katt is already shuffling up the play 
decks while everyone else starts picking out ninja miniatures and practicing their Japanese ex-
pletives for the night’s raid. They had plenty of time to choose powers from their own copies of 
Cartomancy and decide on a fun persona for the night because they had the habit of agreeing 
on the next week’s setting at the end of each gaming night. The Dealer knows that should he 
miss an ABC-worthy event one of the others will put in congratulations as a reminder. Even the 
plots and rules have gotten easier to deliver, and if the players notice that tonight's guard dogs 
look a lot like last month’s velociraptors, it’s more like encountering an old friend than real repeti-
tion. Good games and good friends; this is what life is about. 

Rules Hacks
 Some settings, encounters, or play groups require something different from the 
norm. The following are suggested rules that you may, or may not, wish to make part of 
your night.  

Jokers 
 The basic rules make no accounting of Jokers. If you wish to play with them, then 
shuffle them into the play decks. A player or handed obstacle may play a joker from his 
hand to draw two cards that he must immediately play. These can be used as strikes or 
powers and need not have the same target or effect. The joker always goes to the dis-
card deck after use.  
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Tarot Decks (and other variant cards) 
 In the US, tarot decks are almost exclusively used for cartomancy (which means 
divination using cards, just in case you have been wondering about this product’s title), 
but many places still use tarot decks for card games. To use a tarot deck for this game, 
treat the 24 cards of the major arcana (the trump suit with all the fancy pictures) as 
cards that can be exclusively used for strikes, with the exception that an equal or higher 
valued major arcana card can be used to defend against a major arcana card only. 
Some tarot decks have the 4 widely known suits forming the minor arcana, while others 
use less well known icons. To use one of these—or any foreign deck using combina-
tions of wands, shields, coins, cups, acorns, or other exotica—simply make it clear to 
players which suits correspond to which. 

Campaigns and Advancement 
 There are two basic analogies for your game: it can be a collection of short sto-
ries, played out with different characters in different settings for every game session, or 
a novel where each night represents a chapter with persistent characters and setting 
building to an overall climax. The existing rules work great for a short story style of play, 
but if characters remain completely static from session to session of a long novel-styled 
campaign, some people will inevitably get bored. To counteract this you will need a sys-
tem of advancement, some method by which the protagonists can grow stronger over 
time. The easiest is to advance the protagonists’ draw number after a successful ses-
sion or series of sessions. This method is satisfying; however, over a long campaign this 
will lead to either very large hands or very long periods between advancement. As an 
intermediate bonus you can give suit bonuses: a certain (generally low) number that is 
added to the value of each card the player uses of a certain suit. This can be powerful 
but not as much of a change as adding to the draw number would be.  

Death Cards 
 Typically, when a protagonist loses all health tokens, he folds and only recovers 
after the scene. If, however, you want it to be possible for characters to recover mid-
scene, you can leave the card that last harmed the disabled character on the table (or 
make a note of the strength of the last attack should it not be represented by a card). 
The disabled character discards his whole hand and waits for someone to intercede on 
his behalf. Another character may play a heart card of equal or higher value than the 
disabling attack as her action. Should she do so, the disabling card and the interceding 
heart are discarded, the recovered protagonist gains one health token, and he draws 
one card for his hand.  

Exotic Recovery 
 The basic Cartomancy rules assume that all health tokens are returned after a 
scene, but this need not be the case. You can set an event that triggers full or partial re-
covery of tokens, for example a visit to some restive place (an inn, hospital, church, 
etc.), the purchase of a healing item (magic potion, stim-pack, first aid kit), or a temporal 
event (the passage of a full day, a night, a full moon). 
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Multiple Decks 
 Most groups will quickly tire of reshuffling a single deck each time it runs out. In 
the case of large groups or large hand sizes, you can shuffle together two identical 
decks to double the time between shuffles. Be warned that will make the infamous “five 
(or eight!) of a kind" a possibility. Additionally, obstacles and protagonists can have dif-
ferent draw decks (which allows you to vary probability for the obstacles by removing or 
adding cards to the dealer's deck but not to the players’ deck).  

Creation Limitations 
 You may feel that each protagonist deserves unique powers. To facilitate this you 
can deal initiative to each of your players before they begin creating their protagonists. 
The first player then picks one power, or passes if he does not want any powers. The 
player to his left does the same but may not choose a power that has already been se-
lected. This continues around the table until all players pass on the same round.  

Bidded Initiative 
 Instead of leaving the first play up to random chance (with the possibility of 
someone interceding), the first play can be determined by deliberate plays. Deal all 
hands as normal, then instruct each player to lay a face-down card from his hand in 
front of himself. Select one card from the hand of each handed obstacle, and draw one 
random card from the draw deck for each face value obstacle (draw only one initiative 
card for a horde). After all initiative cards have been placed, flip them all face up. High 
card goes first. If this rule is used, remember that the loss of one card (even a throw off) 
before the first round can be dangerous for low-draw parties and consider using table 
talk rules (see below). 

Relationships 
 If you flip back to Campaign Creation way up in the front of the book you may no-
tice that we talk about how storytelling and mechanics are equally important and then 
spend all of our time talking mechanics. This was necessary: you have to start some-
where and you already know quite a bit about how people interact, but we can balance 
the equation of character creation here.  
 To bring in more story early on in your game, each player should create a list of 
all the other protagonists in your game some time after they have a good understanding 
of the campaign but before they have completely solidified a vision of their protagonist. 
Then each player should pair up with another player and figure out what links the two 
characters together. These can either be simple bits of context or fancy narrative tools 
pregnant with inter- and intra-party conflict. Some suggestions include: 

• A washed up boxer and a trainer that still has hope
• A father and daughter
• The last survivors of the last battle
• Escaped convicts
• The only two black men in this whole company
• Artist and model
• Mad scientist and finest creation
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 Each player will then work with each other player in turn to form a web of rela-
tionships that bond everyone together. The dealer can even get into the act by allowing 
each player to come up with a character outside of the protagonists that they have a re-
lationship with.  
 One final note: not having a relationship can be the strongest relationship of all. 
Think about a tightly knit band of criminals that needs a wheelman. One of the band 
vouches for a new guy but nobody else is sure; is their relationship "did hard time to-
gether" or "Narc and undercover cop"?  

Table Talk 
 Many players will want to discus their hands with others to form overarching 
strategies. Others find that this practice slows down the game and takes away many of 
the game’s surprises or even allows one player to become a bossy warlord. For this 
reason, you may encourage or ban certain types of speech from the table, such as re-
vealing any hidden card to another player. You may even bar players from any “out of 
game” speech (that is, something that the protagonists would not say) while a scene is 
active and cards are on the table. Individual milage will very; some groups cannot sus-
tain the focus required to have no out of game speech for very long. 
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